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Li!  Wor" 

b bb  balloon     ribbon
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L# $ %    Wor" 
 yes

yet
you
your
you’re

year
yard
yellow
yucky
yummy

few
knew
new
use
used

cube
tube
cute
you’ll
you’ve

Unit

28

2   Colour the yacht yellow if you hear y u(yoo)  in the word.

5   Write these words in correct alphabetical order in each row.

y u(yoo)  yoyo    computer

3   Write these words in the boxes. Write 
the letter or letters for each sound in 
one box.

4   Colour the words if you hear yoo  in them.
  We sometimes write u_e  and ew for the blend 
of two sounds yoo , as in cube /c/y/oo/b/. 

yes 
yet 
yard 
your 

cub few cut
cube new cute
tub grew hug
tube use huge

knew use cute year few new

yellow you yam yippee yummy 

you baby yellowyear yummy cry

yucky why you’refunny your myself

1  Underline the letter or letters for y u(yoo)  in each List Word. If any of these are 
not in the sound box, write them with a word example in the box above.
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6   Circle a 3 letter word inside each word. 

Write it on the line. The  rst one is done for you.

7   Write the contractions for the following words. 
Finish the sentences with these contractions.

 Go to Helpful Hint 13 .

8   Unjumble these words. Join the dots in the order of these words.

your  cube  yummy 
year  knew  you’re 
cute  used  you’ll 
tube  yellow  you’ve 

you

 going to be late for the party.
 miss the party food.
 forgotten the present.

Do you know where  got to go?

you are  you have  you will 

yellow

yard

used

tubeyou you’re

yes use

knewnew

1. sye 

2. uyo 

3. beut 

4. uyo’re 

5. esu 

6. esud 

  7. dyra 

  8. wyleol 

  9. wen 

10. aydr 

11. wekn 

12. eolywl 


